1 Introduction

Based on the Arm® Cortex®-M0+ core, LPC84x is a low-cost, 32-bit MCU family operating at frequencies of up to 30 MHz. The LPC84x MCU family supports up to 64 KB of flash memory and 16 KB of SRAM. This family features exceptional power efficiency in the low-current mode using the FRO as the clock source. The peripheral complement of the LPC84x MCU family includes a CRC engine, four I²C-bus interfaces, up to five UARTs, up to two SPI interfaces, one capacitive touch interface, one multi-rate timer, one self-wake-up timer, one SCTimer/PWM, one general-purpose 32-bit counter/timer, one DMA, one 12-bit ADC, two 10-bit DACs, one analog comparator, function-configurable I/O ports through a switch matrix, one input pattern match engine, and up to 54 general-purpose I/O pins.

This application note demonstrates how to implement the six-step commutation or brushless DC motor control on the LPC84x family of MCUs. The LPC84x devices contain an SCTimer/PWM unit. The SCTimer/PWM unit is highly integrated among the analog peripherals. The switch matrix supports flexible assignment of the SCTimer/PWM functions to the pins.

This application note is also a reference and a starting point for motor-control system developers using the LPC84x family of MCUs.

2 Brushless DC (BLDC) motor principle

BLDC motors consist of a permanent-magnet rotor with a three-phase stator winding. As the name implies, BLDC motors do not use brushes for commutation and they are commutated electronically. Typically, three Hall sensors are used to detect the rotor position and the commutation is based on these sensor inputs.

In a BLDC motor, the electromagnets do not move. The permanent magnets rotate and the three-phase stator windings remain static. This solves the problem with transferring current to a moving rotor. To do this, the brush-commutator assembly is replaced by an intelligent electronic controller. The controller performs the same power distribution as in a brushed DC motor, but it uses a solid-state circuit rather than a commutator/brush system. See Figure 1.

The torque generated by the motor depends on the applied current, which is a result of the applied voltage. The achieved speed is linked to the acceleration of the motor up to the condition at which the delivered torque equals the load torque. The effective current (and thus the torque) drops when increasing speed due to the BEMF generated by the motor. This effect is reflected in a voltage-dependent speed.
2.1 Six-step commutation

The Hall effect sensor is a sensing switch that outputs a logic level based on the magnetic field detected. The Hall effect sensors (Ha, Hb, and Hc) are usually included in the motor.

For example, when the Ha sensor is under the N pole of the permanent magnet, it outputs signal 1, otherwise 0. See Figure 2. Combining the outputs of all three sensors gives 8 states from 000 to 111. Depending on how the Hall sensors are installed, signals 000 and 111 do not exist in most cases. The other six states can divide the 360 degrees into six areas. The exact point where the status changes from one to another is the position where the commutator changes the direction of the stator's magnetic field.
Figure 2. Hall sensor output

Figure 3 shows an example of commutation where the Hall sensor status is 010. For the rotor to spin clockwise, the clockwise rotating magnetic field must be generated in its nearest area (where the Hall sensor status is 011). This direction of the magnetic field can be generated by turning on coils A and C, which means that the current flows into A and runs out of C. When the rotor moves to area 011, the Hall sensor status changes to 011. At the same time, the commutator changes from AC to BC for the rotor to follow the rotating magnetic field.

Thus, the power sequence is AC -> BC -> BA -> CA -> CB -> AB -> AC.

Here is the summary of the commutation process.

- In one complete rotation of 360 electrical degrees, the excitation of the stator windings is changed six times and each change is called a commutation.
- The angle between the S-N pole (rotor) and the magnetic field (stator windings) is 60-120°. The commutation happens at 60°.
- The commutation position is when the status of a Hall sensor changes.
- At every moment, only two coils are powered.
2.2 Commutation table

As discussed in Six-step commutation, the six commutation positions are fixed in 360 electrical degrees. A commutation table can be built to describe the relationship between the sensor status and the stator winding excitation. With this commutation table, the MCU can easily control the commutation.

Table 1. Commutation table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Hall sensors</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a  b  c</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0  1  1</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0  0  1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1  0  1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1  0  0</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1  1  0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0  1  0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is the terminology used in the commutation table:

- The "Hall sensors" header column provides the Hall sensor status captured from the motor.
- The "Phase" header column determines how the stator windings are excited.
- The "+" symbol means that the current flows into that terminal.
- The "-" symbol means that the current flows out of that terminal.
- "NC" means that no voltage is applied on that terminal.
3 Controlling a BLDC motor using SCTimer/PWM

The MCU that drives the motor must have a power output. Due to this standard, the MCU is usually used only to generate the driving signal and detect the Hall signal. A power stage is used to power the motor. In the described case, the FRDM MC LVBLDC board is used.

3.1 Basic motor-control topology

Figure 4 shows a basic three-phase motor-control topology where a three-phase inverter is used to control the voltage applied on the motor phases. The PWM control signal comes from the MCU. In this motor-drive board, voltage level "1" turns the transistor on and "0" turns the transistor off.

There are two types of switching in the theory of BLDC motor driving: bipolar and unipolar. Each of these two approaches needs a different waveform.

This document describes only the unipolar switching. In the unipolar approach, a complementary PWM is applied on one phase and the circuit is closed through one bottom transistor in the other phase (and this transistor is permanently on).

For example, if PWM1 and PWM2 (Phase A) are complementary and have a duty cycle (with dead time), PWM4 is permanently on and the others are off, which means that phases A and B are excited.

![Motor-control topology](image)

Figure 4. Motor-control topology

The waveforms for the PWM signals and the Hall sensor values driving a BLDC engine in 360 electrical degrees are shown in Figure 5. The PWM duty cycle changes the speed of the rotor. In Figure 5, the Hall sensor status is 110->100->101->001->011->010 and the excitation of the stator windings is CB->CA->BA->BC->AC->AB.
The details of the technique are shown in Figure 6. It shows the dead time insertion in the complementary top and bottom signals. This requires the insertion of dead time, because the switching transient causes a DC-bus short circuit with fatal power stage damage.

3.2 Motor control on SCTimer/PWM

It is necessary to generate a PWM for motor control. Because this PWM is usually fast, it is necessary to use a peripheral PWM module. The SCTimer/PWM module is assembled on LPC devices.

3.2.1 SCTimer/PWM on LPC845 overview

The LPC84X SCTimer/PWM supports:

- Five inputs: four inputs with multiple connection options through the input MUX.
- Seven outputs.
• Eight match/capture registers.
• Eight events.
• Eight states.

SCTimer/PWM features:
• Each SCTimer is configurable as two 16-bit counters or one 32-bit counter.
• Configurable as up counters or up-down counters.
• Configurable number of match and capture registers. Up to five match and capture registers in total.
• When there is a match and/or an input or output transition or level, create events to accomplish any or all of the following:
  — Stop, limit, or halt the timer.
  — Change the counting direction.
  — Set, clear, or toggle outputs.
  — Change the state.
  — Capture the counter value.
  — Generate an interrupt or a DMA request.
• The counter value can be loaded into the capture register triggered by a match or an input/output toggle.
• The counters can be used in conjunction with the match registers to toggle the outputs and create time-proportioned PWM signals.
• Up to six single-edge or dual-edge PWM outputs with an independent duty cycle and a common PWM frequency.

3.2.2 SCTimer-based BLDC motor waveform details

It is necessary to add dead time for a complementary PWM signal. The off state time in the generated signal (due to the hardware limitation of the transistor) is the reason for no shortcuts in the transient state.

In the presented software, the edge-align PWM approach is used (see Figure 7).
The frequency of the PWM is set by event 6 and this event resets the counter back to zero.

Event 3 has a constant value to achieve dead time. The difference between events 5 and 4 is also constant and it also defines the dead time.

Event 7 is used to generate the ADC trigger, which can be set anywhere to activate a signal specific to the application needs. In the example application, it is set to a 25% duty cycle of the top transistor.

To change the duty cycle, change the position of EV4. EV5 must be set as EV4 + the dead time.

### 3.2.3 Implementing BLDC motor control using SCT

The basic description of the SCTimer is in SCTimer/PWM CookBook (document AN11538).

As is described in SCTimer/PWM CookBook (document AN11538), the SCT has an internal state machine. This document uses the following state machine on the SCT:
The SCT is not a standard PWM module and it is necessary to modify it for motor-control purposes. The above state machine is valid during the entire application run.

The complementary PWM waveform is generated in the active state. Four edges (labeled as edge 0/1/2/3) and four match events (one of them is also a limiting event and determines the PWM period) are needed. One more event active in this state is used to trigger ADC conversions.

The transient state is entered when the pattern-matching engine generates a rising edge and that happens when it detects an edge at one of the Hall sensors. This is a stop and limiting event and it generates the SCT interrupt.

The transitional state is used to prepare six SCT outputs that drive the motor for the next 1/6 of a revolution. In the transitional state, two events are defined. The first event is used to drive an output that needs to go low to become low. The second event is used to set one output to 1 (if different from the previous 1/6 of a revolution) and prepare the PWM outputs. This second event is also a limiting event and it is used to update the PWM duty cycle (if needed). See the MC_INIT() function in file sct_mc.c.

When the transitional state is entered, the ISR is used to update the SCT OUT SET/CLR registers (see the SCT0_IRQHandler function in file sct_mc.c). After this update, the SCT is set to ACTIVE again (keep in mind that the event that brought the SCT to the transitional state was a STOP event). When the SCT starts running again, it gets to the first event and updates the physical OUT levels (according to the Hall sensor readings and direction selected) and continues towards the second event. When the second event is reached, all outputs are prepared for the PWM signal to continue being generated at the selected pair of outputs with the updated duty cycle. When the second event is generated, the SCT transitions to the active state and the PWM runs again.

### 3.2.4 Speed control

The actual speed is calculated within the SCTimer module. The required speed can be set in FreeMASTER. The PI controller keeps the required speed during various load conditions by tweaking the duty cycle according to the PI controller setup. If the
load causes the DC-bus current to be at or over the limit, the algorithm switches to the current limiting mode until the higher load disappears.

![Speed control diagram](image)

**Figure 9. Speed control**

## 4 Hardware

The hardware needed to run this demo consists of two parts: the LPCXpresso845max board and the FRDM-MC power stage. To connect them, use a cross-connection board or wires.

### 4.1 LPCXpresso845 board

The LPCXpresso845 board forms the basis of the control system and has these functions:

- It supplies the PWM control signal to the BLDC power stage board.
- It processes the Hall sensor signal and the bus voltage and current values.
- It communicates with the FreeMASTER PC application.

### 4.2 BLDC power stage board

The BLDC board is the Freedom Development Platform for Low-Voltage, 3-Phase BLDC Motor Control (FRDM MC LVBLDC). It is powered by 12 V DC. On this board, you can implement the six-step Hall sensor and sensorless algorithms. In this application note, the Hall sensors are configured and used.

### 4.3 Hardware connection

The hardware connection between the LPCXpresso845 and FRDM MC LVBLDC boards is shown in Table 2. The functions marked with "*" are not used in the attached software.
### Table 2. Hardware connection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>LPCXpresso845</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>FRDM MC LVBLDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM A Top</td>
<td>J2-8</td>
<td>J3-15</td>
<td>PWM_AT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM A Bottom</td>
<td>J2-6</td>
<td>J3-13</td>
<td>PWM_AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM B Top</td>
<td>J2-5</td>
<td>J3-11</td>
<td>PWM_BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM B Bottom</td>
<td>J2-4</td>
<td>J3-9</td>
<td>PWM_BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM C Top</td>
<td>J2-3</td>
<td>J3-7</td>
<td>PWM_CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM C Bottom</td>
<td>J2-2</td>
<td>J3-5</td>
<td>PWM_CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHA (Hall)</td>
<td>J2-1</td>
<td>J3-3</td>
<td>ENC_A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHB (Hall)</td>
<td>J1-10</td>
<td>J3-1</td>
<td>ENC_B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHC (Hall)</td>
<td>J2-7</td>
<td>J1-3</td>
<td>ENC_I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current A*</td>
<td>J6-5</td>
<td>J2-1</td>
<td>BEMF_A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current B*</td>
<td>J6-4</td>
<td>J2-3</td>
<td>BEMF_B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current C*</td>
<td>J6-3</td>
<td>J2-5</td>
<td>BEMF_C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volt. DCB</td>
<td>J6-2</td>
<td>J2-7</td>
<td>VOLT_DCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current DCB</td>
<td>J6-1</td>
<td>J2-9</td>
<td>CUR_DCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3V</td>
<td>J1-3</td>
<td>J3-8(4)</td>
<td>3V VCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>J1-4</td>
<td>J3-12(14)</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can also build a cross-connection board. The source file for manufacturing this board is in the AN package, in the HW folder.

## 5 Running example application

The example application for this application note is created in the IAR Embedded Workbench® IDE and includes the RTCESL motor-control library. Use the FreeMASTER real-time debug monitoring tool to run this application.

To run the example application, use an external debugger (for example; J-Link) and install the FreeMASTER PC application.

### 5.1 Application structure

The example application contains the SDK library, the RTCESL library, and the FreeMASTER communication tool.

The main part of the application is in the source virtual folder, which contains these files:

- `freemaster_cfg.h`
- `main.c`
- `main.h`
- `sct_mc.c`
- `sct_mc.h`

The `freemaster_cfg.h` file contains the settings for the FreeMASTER communication tool.
5.2 FreeMASTER real-time debug monitor tool

To run the application, install FreeMASTER. FreeMASTER is available at www.nxp.com/freemaster and contains the PC and embedded sides. The example application already contains the embedded side.

After installing the FreeMASTER PC side application, a *.pmpx file is assigned to this application. The *.pmpx file is the FreeMASTER project file. This file contains information about communication, visualization, and other.

The SCT_BLDC_LPC845.pmpx file is available in the software structure. When you double-click this file, FreeMASTER opens.

![FreeMASTER](image)

Figure 10. FreeMASTER

The "Variable Watch" area contains the variables that are read from the MCU and used to monitor and control the demo application.

5.3 Starting a motor

When the hardware is connected properly and the application in the MCU is running, connect FreeMASTER to the target device. The example project is set to the packet-driven communication, which uses an external J-Link debugger. The external J-Link debugger is used for programming and communication.

To connect FreeMASTER to a target board, click the green "GO" button (it is located in the top-left side of the FreeMASTER window).
When the communication is running, start the motor. For this, change "ui8AppStartFlag" to "1" and set "f16TargetSpeed" in the range of 500-4700 rpm. After this, the RTCESL ramp function ramps the speed from zero to the target speed.

The motor rotation direction can be changed using the "s_Mdirection" variable (change the value from 0 to 1 and the other way round).

6 Conclusion

This application note introduces the basic theory of BLDC motor control and the six-step commutation. This document also describes the PWM control through SCTimer. The FreeMASTER PC tool is used to control this application together with the RTCESL motor-control library. The manufacturing data for a cross-connection board are also included in the software package.
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